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ABSTRACT
In various interlor spaces, specific trends are often dis med in combinatons of the type of spa and the method
of l hting used. The type of spa determines the type of l hting because of the relatonship between characteristcs
of lighting methods and the ease of rtain behaviors. This study examined the method of l hting preferred for interior

behavbrs. First preferred l hting non‑unformty for behaviors was investigated using a questonnaire. Next, an
experlment was carried out searching for the degree of l hting non‑uniformty preferred for behavbrs using a
reduced soale model. The resutcs of the questonnaire suNey and the experiment were dearly similar, it was possible
to quantitatively predict trends in trle non‑unformity of interior l hting preferred for many other types of behavior not

covered bythis experiment.
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1. Introduction

and other bodies associated with lighting. These standards

While interior spaces can be illuminated in various ways,
we can often discern specific trends in combinations of the
type of space and the method of lighting used. For example,
o :ce rooms are usually equipp ed with general lighting that

provide, for each workspace, a degree of horizontal

unifornly illuminate s the whole rooms with high
illuminance and equal intensity, rather than j ust
muminating individual desks . Places where people dine
such as restaurants frequently offer a combination of
brightness and darkness achieved by using pendant lights
or spothghts. Thus, the type of spa

detennines the type of

illuminance for a level plane use d in visual tasks , and are

based on the degree of visual difiiculty for activities.

Research on brightness in actual spaces was based on

exp eriments into ilLuminance around de sks , and
illuminance on walls . Bean3) and Slater4)5i) examine d
di

culties in seeing in visual environments, sought to linit

unsatisfactory levels of lighting, and proposed lighting
conditions that would not impede visual tasks.
As re gards lighting unifonnity, it had been traditionally

lighting because of the relationshi'p betwe en characteristics

recommended tbat the entire spa

of lighting methods and the e ase of p erfonuing certain
behaviors.
In reah'ty, lighting design is influenced by a myriad of

illuminated. If lunainance within one 's field of vision were

factors as the scale of the space, the interior decoration, the

obtain e qual muminan

budget, and the preferences of the designer. The degree to
which the usage of the space is reflected in the lighting
method used is not altogether clear. The lighting design is a
combination of many factors including the number of light

does not always result in the most preferred environment.

sources, their size , the light distn'bution, the light position,

and the color temperature of the lighting. To understand

the relationslu'p between the lighting method and the
p erformance of certain behaviors, it is necessary to show
lighting methods on some scale. This research investigates

of 0Lice room be evenly

not uniform , the eyes would tire (Rowlandse)) . Uhifonn
lighting was preferable as every position in the room should

. However, uniform illuminance

Depending on the behavior and the condr'tions, some
differences in the lighting distn'bution can inprove the
atmos phere.

In addition to research of brightness relating to the
functionality of behaviors, researchers investigated the
effects of levels of muminance on behaviors. For example,
to investigate the influence of lighting environment on

interpersonal communication, Gifford7) conducted

distn'butions of brightne ss and darkne ss (the non‑

experiments based on combinations of illuminance and

uniformity of the lighting) to examine the relationsln'p
between interior lighting methods and behaviors.

interior decorations. These experiments found that high

2. Past Research
Existing behavior‑based lighting standards include the
recommended munainanoe deternlined by JIS 1) and IES 2)
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muminance promoted business communication, while low
ilLuminance encouraged intimate communication. Also,
illumjnance promoted business communication, while low
illuminance encouraged intimate counnunication. Also,
Veitch8) measured conversational sound energy level
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Various Lighting A4ethods in Various Situations
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Expre $ing v riou$ l{ghthg metheds on $eale of lighthg rionlJnkrmky

among four students attending female cclleges in a room
vvith vaious illuminances, and found that high illuminan

3.1 Purpose ofQuestionnaire Survey

resulted in lower voices.

interior rion‑unifom lighting in relation to daly behaviors .

Flynn9) io) investigate d irnpressions about rion=mif'orrn

lighting rooms. Semantic differentiai nlethod was used to
investiga.te subj ech've responses to the non‑'uniformity of
lighting. He stated that unifonn wall=lighting appeared to
strengthen inpressions of spaciousness, while nonwifonn

peripherai effected evaluative inpressions. But these

This survey ained to investigate the distribu'don of

The questionnaire survey was used to enable a large
number of subjects to participate, and because we
demanded them to comprehensively detennine on:1̲y the
relationsln'p of behavilor and non‑u ifom lighting.
Experiments can run into the danger of evaluations being
irrfluenced by the characteristics of the stirnuli themselves,

experiinents targeted on only one pla and did not

as the stirnuli are explicit. To evaluate comprehensively the

investigate lighting nonunifomity as continuity, so the

effect of lighting on behavicr, this survey used a

most suitable level of non=unifomity could not be

hypothetical approach that avoided the stirnuii themselve s

expressed.

by describing the behavior and lightirig environment in

Past many researches sought levels of interior

words .

illuuinarlce and unifol nity of lighting targeted on linited

Binern)12) conducted a survey on behavicr and brightness

places and behaviors. The differences between diLferent
types of interior spaces such as office rooms and homes

using a large number of subjects. Quite apart from

were not examined. This research investigates, for the frst
time, using a questiomaire, broad tren(ls in the levels of

functional aspects of behavior, the sociai variable ('VVho are
you with in this situation?") influenced the lighting level felt

to be ideal. Keeping this result in mind, we decided to

brightness or darkness desired for difi'erent types of

structurally investigate the relationship of

behavior. We also attenrpted to express, by reduced scale

behavior to preferred lighting non‑unif' onnity.

model experiments, the quantitative di *tribution of levels
ot' lighing and their relationehip to behavior'.

3. Optimal Levei of Nonuniform Lighting i'or
Daily Behaviors

3.2 Survey Outline
As Table I shows, the survey targets a totai of 23 types of
behavicr in six types of place. These behaviors were selected

fi^om among daily places and behaviors, to achieve
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Japanese subjects took part in this survey. The composition
of the subjects is shown in Table 2.

Table I Targeted behaviors for the survey

Behaviors

Place

home
in the livingroom

3.3 Survey Results and Investigations
The responses of the subjects were expected to vary

dining with your family
2 thinking
3

depending on their daily environment and their interests.

talking with your family

Therefore , the survey data were classifie d accordirrg to the

4 recervmg guests

attributes of the subjects and average scores were sought

5

for each group. Average scores were little affected by age or

napping

6 reading a newspaper

sex .

7 having a party

Comparing subjects by occupation, those employed in the
lighting field tended to strongly favor non‑unifonu lighting
compared to other subjects, no doubt because of their higher

8 listening to inusic
9 studying

home
in your room

home
In the bathroom

10 relaxing

awareness of lighfmg. However, no particular trends from

ll studying

other attributes were noted among the subjects in the

12 sleeping

survey. Therefore , our survey re sults are shown as average
scores based on common trends exili'bited by the subjects as
a single group.
Figure 2 shows the desired levels of interior brightness

13 taking a shower

14 looking in the mirror
15

office

16

washing
working

and darlmess, and their relationship to behaviors .
Brightness was strongly desired for such behaviors as

17 meeting with people
18 thinking

performing ofG:ce work, studying at school or in one's living
room , and looking in the bathroom mirror . The se behaviors

19 taking a break

School
reStarlrant

20 studying
21 talking with friends

generally include high‑order visual tasks, and from a
functional viewpoint, require brightness. Ahnost no

22 dining with your partner

darkness is required.

23 dining in a group

Behaviors that demanded darkness more than brightness
were sleeping in one's room, napping in the h'ving room,
listening to music in the h'ving room, and dining at a

a balance among behaviors including high‑level visual
tasks, behaviors including cogniti've tasks, interpersonal
behaviors , and combinations of the se . The que stiounaire

induded items to evaluate four lighting environments in

restaurant wjith one's partner. These behaviors don't really
involve visual tasks, so from a functional viewpoint, require
little brightne ss . In behaviors that actively favor darkness ,

regard to behavior: bright environments, dark

brightness is not only unnecessary but disliked no doubt

envirouments , uniform lighting environments, and non‑

be cause bright e nvironm e nts include ele m e nts

uniform lighting environments .
The instructions to subjects were, for example: "When you
are talking with your fainil'y in your livirrg room , do you
want the room to be very uniform illurDinate d, do you want
the room to be uniform illurDinate d, do you want the room

unconduchve to these behaviors .
Such behaviors as taking a break at the offi , relaxing in
one's room, or listening to music in the living room do not
strongly favor both brightness and darkue ss . Not only the

to be somewhat uniform illuminated, or don't have any

behaviors themselves, but also the places where they are
perfonued can favor brightness or darkness. For example,

p articular feeling toward uniformity? Show a p ositi've
response to the frst question by a double‑rinlmed drcle, to

dining favors brightness if the setting is with one's fainily in

the second by a drcle , to the third with a triangle , and the
fourth by entering nothing" . The instructions did not specify

uniformity in a particular part of the room. A total of 121
Table 2

the living room, or darkness if the setting is with one's
partner in a restaurant. The behavior is the same but the

circumstances are different. Thus, the preference for

brightness or darkness depends not just on the

Oomposition ofthe subjects

Me n

Women sum total
35

79

9

21

30‑39

10

19

32

5 l

40 ‑ 49

16

o

14

14

50 ‑

16

5 5

66

121

24

11

employee in the other fields

12

student
housew ife
Stilll tOtal

age
20 ‑ 29

employee in the lighting field

sum totaJ 1 2 l
All sub.jects
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somewhat

very

working at the office

brightness

studying in the iiving room

lll darkness

studying at school

J

looking in the bathroom mirror

studying in your room
reading a newspaper in the living room
meeting with people ,at the office

receiving guests in the living room
talkinga with youi' family in the living room

dining with your family in the living room
dining at a restaurant in a group

washing in the bathroom
having a pal'ty in the living room
talking with friends at the school

taking a shower in the bathroom
taking a break at the office

relaxing in your room
ulrinking at the office

tlrinking in the iiving room

dining at a restaurant with your partner

listening to music in the living room

napping in the living room

sleeping in your room

Ag:2 Desired levels of brightness and darkness fbr behaviors

so mewhat

very

working at the office
st idying at school

studying in the living room

mxiform lighting

II non‑uluform lighting

studying in your room
looking in the bathroom mirror
reading a newspaper in the living room
meeting with people at the office

washing in the bathroom
taking a shower in the bathrooin
talking with your fan)ily in the living room
talking with friends at the school

thinking in the living room

dining with your family in the living room
thinking at the office

receiving guests in the living room
dining at a restaurant in a group

napping in the living room

relaxing in your room

sleeping in your room
taking a break at the office

having a party in the living room
listening to music in the living room
diuing at a restaurant with your pai'tner

Rg!3 Desired levels of untorrn lighting and nonlJn brm lighting for behavior
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behavior itself, but also on the circumstances in which that
behavior takes place.

E1 bv.

Vol.25. N0.2, 2001

Table 3 Analysis of 1 4 adjeotives olassfying behaviors

Figure 3 shows levels of uniform lighting and non‑
uniform lighting, and the relationship of the two to various
hehaviors . Uriiform lighting was desirable for working at
the o ce, or for studying at home or at school, etc. These
types of behaviors were characterized by high‑order visual

Factor I

Factor II

Factor 111

0.938

0.026

‑0.050

passive

‑o.922

‑0.07 l

O.125

tasks and orderly de skwork and did not p articularly

self‑centered

‑o.807

‑0.063

O.509

demand non‑unifoun lighting .
Behaviors favoring non‑uniform lighfmg include dining at

private

‑0.763

‑O 340

O.481

interpersonal

o.753

‑0.082

‑0.587

a restaurant with one's partner, having a party in the living

sociable

o.729

‑O. 1 3 l

‑0.645

room, or listening to music. These tend to be relaxed

concentrate
cognitive

‑O, 1 12

0.934

‑O 141

‑O, 1 65

0.909

‑O. 107

Behaviors that simultaneously demand both brightne ss

relaxed

‑0.217

‑o.898

‑O 026

and darkness, such as taldng a break at the o , relaxing
in one's room, or listening to music in the living room,
strongly demand non‑ uniform lighting rather than lighting
uniformity. To achieve both darkness and lightness in the

casual

‑O, 175

*0.859

0.405

0.267

O 738

‑O.j 79

‑O.891

active

behaviors that do not re ally need lighting uniformity .

tense

extraordinary

O.219

O. 124

‑O. 2 1 5

‑O.405

0.843

res pectftll

0.380

O.419

‑O 7j 6

Percent Tota:] Variance

32.l

30 7

27.7

ordinary

same interior space requires non‑uniform, varied lighting.

3.4 Behavior Classification and the Relationship to

the Lighting Environment
The preference for brightne ss and darkness is not only
influen d by the behavior itself, but by the drcumstances.

Accordingly, to gajn a structural understanding of the
relationsln'p betwe en the behavior and the typ e of intcrior
lighting environment, we decided to classify behaviors into
different types.
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The 23 types of behavior covered in the survey
questionnaire were dr'vided into three responses for 14

represented a space 4.8m wide, 6.4m deep, and 2.5m high.
In addition to various lighting fixtures, we used interior

items taken from Russell3). These responses were "I

decorating materials, interior plants, and fumiture to

certainly think so", "I think so", and "I don't think so". The

replicate the actual atmosphere of an ofiice and living room.

subjects were 20 archi'tectural students.

The contents of the room (computers, tableware, etc.) were

Tre ating the classifications as quantitati've amounts and

changed depending on whether the room was set up as an

seeldng to educe an average score for all subjects, we

oflice or as a living room, and care was taken that these
fumishings would not greatly affect the distribution of the
luminance or illurainance of the room.
The four types of lighting used in the room were general
lighting, task lightirrg, sp otlighting ocal lighting to

carried out factor analysis of the 14 items. This resulted in

the three factors shown in Table 3. The third factor,
"ordinary‑extraordinary" , revealed no trends relevant

toward favoring a particular lighting environment.

illunrlnate the center of the room), and wall lightirLg (to light

Therefore , we p lotte d the factor scores for the Lirst (active ,

the back walls). By use of a dimmer, we were able to freely

interpersonal vs. passive, self‑centered) and the second

turn on and adj ust the general lighting that illuminate d the

factors (concentration, tense vs. relaxed, casual) in Figure 4

model rooms uniformly and the sp othghting that lit local
spots in the rooms (Figure 6). Or, we could turn on and

and comp are d the re sults to the que stionuake survey.
Behaviors favoring brightness fell in the first, second, and

adjust both the general lighting and wall lighting (Figure 7).

fourth quadrants, whle behaviors favoring darkness fell in
the third quadrant )assive, self‑centered and relaxed,

This gave us the abili:ty to cre ate any distribution of
brightness in the model room. The spothghting and wall

casual) . Behaviors favoring uniform lighting mostly fell into

lighting were installed so they could not be on

the first and second quadrants, and can be described as
"concentration, tense" behaviors. Behaviors favoring non‑
uniforrn lighting mostly fell into the third and fouth

slin ultane ously .

quadrants, and can be described as "relaxed, casual"
behaviors. Thus, the lighting environment favored by a
behavior relates to the drcumstan

s in which the behavior

takes place.

4. Degree of Lighting Non‑Uniformity Favored by
Behaviors
4.1 Purpose ofthe Experiment

4.3 Experiment Methodology
As Figure 5 shows, the subjects placed their heads in the

model rooms and imagined they were seated at a desk
inside the model. By controllirLg both the general lighting
and the spotlighfmg (or wall lighting) for local areas, they
were able to create the most suitable ambient lighting for a
given behavior. Subject only imagined the given situation
and did not behave actually .

A total of nine types of behavior were specified, including

The above questionnaire survey aimed to educe overall
scores and does not show any data on spatial positions
relating to lightmg. The survey also did not show actual
brightness and therefore camot expre ss brightne ss and

behaviors for the home and office. These nine behaviors
were selected from among the 23 behaviors used in the

non‑unifornrity as specific quantities. Therefore, to examine

involving visual tasks. The behaviors were also deliberately
based on similar tasks in different environments (bome and
offi ), and care was taken to avoid bias in classifying the
behaviors in Figure 4.

the distribution of the interior brightne ss and darkne ss
favored by various behaviors, we conducted a reduced scale
model experiment. Certainly, it is not justifiable to base

general tendencies for relations between lighting non‑

que stionnaire survey, and care was taken to include
behaviors involving visual tasks and behaviors not

unifounity and behaviors on the re sults of model studies

The subjects were 22 Japanese architectural students
selected from among those who had participated in the

alone, but the se exp eriments will indicate non‑uniformity to

questionuaire survey.

be tried in full scale studies.

We akeady knew that a certain level of illuminance was
required for areas directly related to visual tasks. Also,

4.4 Experiment Results

visual tasks such as deskwork re quire uniformity of

The index used to express unifiormity of interior lighting
is generally the uniformity ratio . That uniformjlty ratio is

lighting. Therefore, the aspects of the experiment dealing

4.4. I Expressing Non‑Uniformity in Interior Lighting

with brightness and non‑unifonn lighting had no need to

the ratio between the mean illuminance and minjmum

target desk:work, and so focused on other lighting

illuminance in the target plane, or the ratio between the

environments.

maximum illuminance and minimurn muminan in the

4.2 Experiment Equipment

or low local illuminance , the unifonuity ratio is an

For the reduced scale model, a one‑eighth scale was used,
as shown in Figures 5. For spaces to target, we selected an

expression of the intensity of light only in certain parts of

office room and a home living room as they had different

expressing the distri'bution of the room's illuminance.

characteristics to the sp ace s covere d in the questionnake

Therefore , to expre ss the non‑uniformity of the interior
illuminance , we measure d the horizontal plane illunlinance

target plane. However, if the space includes areas with high

survey. For both of these spaces, the reduced scale model

the room and cannot be used as a scale adequately
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unifornl lighting

iEHg B EHEBRHEDEH

non‑uniform lighting

Fig6 Spotiighting and general lighting

uniform lighting

EBEREEEEHRBEB B9

non‑uniform lighting

Fig7 Wall lighting and general lighthg

horizontal illuminance

standard deviation

distribution in the ro rl

of common logarithm

= non‑urufolmlty l
1

10

lOO I OOO 10000

Illuminance

(lx)

Fig8 NonlJniformhy jn interior iighting

in several parts of the room and used the standard

at desktop height at 26 equally distributed points

deviation of the common logarithms of that illuminan

throughout the model room.

distribution. For example, with the interior mulrLinance

distributed as in the Fig.8 histogram, when the mean
illuminance (geometrical mean) was "IOO ix" and the
standard deviation of the common logarithms of the
illuminance was "I", the non‑unifonuity of the illuminance
was "I". To calculate the non‑unifonuity of the lighing,
thisexperim ent measure d the horizontal plane illuminance

4.4.2 Preferred Lighting Non‑Uniformity and
Personal Differences
In comparison to findings in past researches and daily
lighting environments, the mumination values obtained by

this experiment were very high. Using a scale model
seemed to cause differences in amounts of illuminance
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FigL1 1 Ught control values for subjects

perceived in compalrison to the fiill‑scale model. The further

lighting.

work required on the flux distu'bution of lighting fittings to

Figure I I shows the light control values for each behavior

produce de sirable lighting non‑uniformity for behaviors .
However, in a scale model experiment, we considered it was

for the 22 subjects. Some behaviors resulted in large
variations among indr'viduals, while other behaviors

possible to interpret the relati've results between the
For sp otlightirLg and general lighting, Figure 9 shows the

resulte d in little variation in the light control values
selected. Behaviors like working at the offi , which favor
high illuminance and unif;orm anrbient lighting, produ d

me an illuminance and non‑uniformity of interior lighting

little variation among indr'viduals . However, behaviors such

for various behaviors. Figure 10 shows this for wall lighting

as "thinking in one's h'ving room", which require little

behaviors .

and general lighting. The values in both figures are

munxinance and favor non‑uniform ambient lighting,

averages for all the subjects. A comparison between Figure

produ d large differences among indr'viduals in the light
control values selected. The fact that few difiierences were
recorded for the former types of behavior suggests that the

9 and Figure I O reve als that sp otlighting re sults in higher

overall non‑uniformity than wall lighting. This appears to
be a result of subjects' different tastes for the two lighting

methods. However, the relationship of the hehaviors to

atmospheres of enviromuents be relatively fixed. The
atmosphere of environments in which the latter types of

levels of non‑uniformity and levels of mean illuminance is
generally same for the two lighting methods.
Behaviors such as working at the ofiice or meeting with
p eople at the office favor an environment with high me an

behavior take place appears not fixed.

illuminance and unjrform lighting. Behaviors such as
thinking or napping in the living room favor ambient

Based on behavior classifications, we investigated
experimental results where non‑uniform lighting was

lighting with low mean illuminance and non‑unform

preferred. Figure 12 (upper diagram) plots the nine types

5. Relationship between Behavior Classification
and Non‑Uniformity Preferences
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